
The easiest home cooking for dogs.  
This diet brings to bear a conservative carbohydrate content, and it is extremely low in fat. If you look 
at each of the ingredients, they’re absolutely essential to the dog’s nutrition and prevailing health. 
Here are the ingredients: 

EGGS 

Eggs prepared in any fashion although boiling a bunch of eggs on the weekend to have enough for the 
week is certainly efficient, not to mention the fact that you can buy boiled eggs by the dozen already 
shelled in the package. 

LOW CARBOHYDRATE (NON STARCHY) VEGETABLES  

Low carbohydrate, “stirfry“ vegetables. I found these at Target in steamer packs, they contain 
cauliflower, broccoli, snow peas, and other non-starchy vegetables. You just throw that in the 
microwave and steam it, chop it up a little and then mix it with the chopped eggs and you’re ready to 
go. 

SOLUBLE FIBER PUMPKIN CANNED 

The amount of pumpkin that you would add would be 1 tablespoon per 10 pounds in each feeding. 
After you had been feeding for a while you would kind of get the idea of what it looked like when it 
was made correctly and you would not have to measure painstakingly so much. 

CALCIUM  

For most dogs over 20 pounds a half an egg shell is more than enough calcium for the day. Obviously 
that would be down tuned for a Chihuahua at 3 pounds LOL 

Tums – 1 Tums per ten pounds once per day 

Yogurt – (Blueberry is best) Live cultures like Kefir, Activa or Good Belly - 1 teaspoon per 5 pounds one 
feeding every day.  

MULTIVITAMIN  

I have always been partial to Flintstones complete because it contains iron and other antioxidants, 
which is lacking in all of the above ingredients;  from eggs to vegetables to yogurt. 

Flintstones Complete, multivitamin dosed at a rate of 1/2 tablet for 30 pounds and under, and for 30 
pounds and over we get a whole tablet per day. 60 to 70 pounds and over with yet a tablet and a half 
or more. Vitamins are quite safe for dogs, just make sure that the vitamin is not made with xylitol 
please check the label before administering it, because formulation sometimes change. 

Optional added items could include a whey-based protein powder.  

Dice everything up and mix it together in such a style that dogs cannot pick out the vegetables,  

How much to feed? The vegetables are unlimited and you know how to dose the pumpkin and yogurt. 
So it comes to the eggs. 1 egg per 15 pounds twice a day. Older, heavier dogs get less eggs. Younger 
leaner dogs are welcome to more. 
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